that made lynching more likely (Ames 1938; Dray 2003; Gullickson 2010; Hovland and Sears 1940; Perloff 2000; Raper [1933] (Ames 1942; Brundage 1993; Dray 2003; Gordon 1937; White [1929 White [ ] 1969 (1) the black population was proportion ately larger, (2) the white population suf 1900, 1910, and 1920 ):
• Age refers to the victim's age at the time he was lynched.
• Married identifies individuals who were married at the time of census enumeration.
• Head of household is based on an in dividual's reported relationship to the household head.
• Born out-of-state, as reflected in re ported birthplace.
• Literate indicates an ability to read and write.
• As Figure 1 shows, the likelihood of being [1933 [ , and Vandiver (2006 . 6. For more detail about these two incidents, as well as additional examples of the lynching of successful blacks, see Tolnay and Beck (1995) . 7. For a detailed discussion on the creation of this data source, see Bailey and colleagues (2008 ing the assignment of estimated subjective probabil ities, were made in case selection meetings that included at least three project members. All of the relevant information that might be useful in identi fying matches and assigning probabilities was avail able during the case selection meetings (e.g., pages from the census enumerators' manuscripts, newspa per articles, draft registration cards, and death regis trations). Some record linkage efforts use a more sophisticated approach to assign estimated probabil ities to potential matches. For example, some re searchers use a statistical algorithm based on the characteristics of the target individual, as well as those of different potential matching cases. We con sidered, but chose not to pursue, the use of a more sophisticated system of assigning probabilities because of the paucity of defining characteristics available for the lynch victims-that is, only race, sex, and location of the lynching. For more informa tion about the linkage process, including the assign ment of estimated subjective probabilities, see Bailey and colleagues (2008) . For our analyses here, we used threshold estimated subjective proba bilities to determine inclusion in the study sample, not to weight cases.
12. It is common for record linkage projects to consider the selectivity of successful matches. That is, were individuals with certain important characteristics such as age, education, or residence, based on the original source, more likely to be successfully linked to their records in another source than were individ uals with different characteristics? Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, the limited descriptive informa tion available in the original Beck-Tolnay (2004) inventory precludes a useful analysis of the selectiv ity of successful matches to the census records. 13. Note that we use census records for 923 individuals. 
